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OCA Oracle Database 11g: SQL Fundamentals I: A Real World Certification Guide (1ZO-051)Packt Publishing, 2011

	The Oracle Database 11g: SQL Fundamentals I exam is the first stepping stone in getting the Oracle Certified Associate Certification for Oracle Database 11g. The SQL programming language is used in every major relational database today and understanding the real world application of it is the key to becoming a successful DBA.


	This...
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Low Impact Building: Housing using Renewable MaterialsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	This guide to the designs, technologies and materials that really make green buildings work will help architects, specifiers and clients make informed choices, based on reliable technical information. Low Impact Building: Housing using Renewable Materials is about changing the way we build houses to reduce their 'carbon' footprint and...
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The Creative Digital DarkroomO'Reilly, 2008

	
		This tutorial takes photographers beyond the quick tips and gimmicky effects of many digital photography books. Author Katrin Eismann -- an internationally acclaimed artist, bestselling author, and gifted educator -- offers high-profile work, including her own, as examples for teaching photographers how to use the digital medium to...
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Windows 95 in a Nutshell: A Desktop Quick Reference (In a Nutshell (O'Reilly))O'Reilly, 1998

	
		Windows 95 in a Nutshell is a comprehensive, compact reference that systematically unveils what serious users of Windows 95 will find interesting and useful. Little known details of the operating system, utility programs, and configuration settings are all captured in a consistent reference format.This is the first book in...
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Sales Hunting: How to Develop New Territories and Major Accounts in Half the Time  Using Trust as Your WeaponApress, 2014

	The first year of developing a new sales territory is a daunting task—especially in dog-eat-dog industries. The traditional advice is to train quickly on product, grab a customer list, start calling for appointments, discover opportunities, and close deals. In fact, almost every sales model out there is based on nothing more than...
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The Freelancer's Bible: Everything You Need to Know to Have the Career of Your DreamsOn Your TermsWorkman Publishing Company, 2012

	
		Amazingly, one-third of the American workforce is freelanceâ€•that’s 42 million people who have to wrestle with not just doing the work, but finding the work, then getting paid for the work, plus health care, taxes, setting up an office, marketing, and so on. Now help is here, and consultants, independent contractors, the...
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Family Medicine: Ambulatory Care and PreventionMcGraw-Hill, 2004

	A quick reference guide to the diagnosis and treatment of common primary care problems. The information is presented in such a way as to help students and physicians quickly form a list of possible diagnoses, perform a cost-effective diagnostic work-up, and prescribe therapy for the most common causes of acute and chronic complaints....
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Polypharmacy in Psychiatry (Medical Psychiatry Series)CRC Press, 2002

	This practical reference examines the advantages and disadvantages of polypharmacy in psychiatry, and provides up-to-date clinical guidelines on the appropriate use of combinations of pharmacological therapy in major psychiatric disorders-including multidisciplinary approaches to treatment, such as social work and psychopharmacology, and an...
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Data Analysis with Python: A Modern ApproachPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Learn a modern approach to data analysis using Python to harness the power of programming and AI across your data. Detailed case studies bring this modern approach to life across visual data, social media, graph algorithms, and time series analysis.

	
		Key Features

		
			Bridge your data analysis...
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Apache Hive Essentials: Essential techniques to help you process, and get unique insights from, big data, 2nd EditionPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		This book takes you on a fantastic journey to discover the attributes of big data using Apache Hive.

	
		Key Features

		
			Grasp the skills needed to write efficient Hive queries to analyze the Big Data
	
			Discover how Hive can coexist and work with other tools within the Hadoop...
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Deep Learning with Swift for TensorFlow: Differentiable Programming with SwiftApress, 2021

	
		About this book

	
		Discover more insight about deep learning algorithms with Swift for TensorFlow. The Swift language was designed by Apple for optimized performance and development whereas TensorFlow library was designed by Google for advanced machine learning research. Swift for TensorFlow is a combination of both...
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MCAD/MCSE/MCDBA Self-Paced Training Kit: Microsoft SQL Server 2000 Database Design and Implementation, Second Edition (Exam 70-229)Microsoft Press, 2003

	Learn how to deliver powerful database solutions using SQL Server 2000 Enterprise Edition—and prepare for the Microsoft Certified Professional (MCP) exam—with this official Microsoft study guide. Work at your own pace through the lessons and hands-on exercises. And use the special exam-prep section and testing tool to measure what...
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